
INSTALLATION GUIDE
MK7 GTI catback exhaust

Tools Required:
13mm socket 
Ratchet 
10mm socket

WHat’s in the box:
1x MAPerformance MK7 GTI Front Section
1x MAPerformance MK7 GTI Muffler Section 
1x MAPerformance MK7 GTI Tip Section 
2x 3” Vband Clamp 
2x Tips w/Clamps 
1x Slip Clamp (OE Downpipe Fitment)
1x 3” Vband Clamp (MAP Downpipe) 

1. Remove both front and rear under 
chassis brackets (both have 4 13mm nuts)

3. Remove center exhaust hanger by 
removing the one 13mm nut

2.Loosen slip clamp holding downpipe and 
catback together



4. Remove muffler section exhaust 
hangers by removing all 13mm nuts 
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7. install the Rear Y pipe onto the car 
secure with 4 nuts you removed previously

5. lower exhaust off the car 
remove exhaust hangers from the stock exhaust 

8. Install the resonated section onto the downpipe and be sure the 
pipe is clocked in the correct orientation (as pictured)

6. Install the exhaust hangers onto the 
MAP Catback 

Note: we include one exhaust hanger because the gti has an extra unused hanger. 
Install the included rubber hanger on the post muffler hanger on the new exhaust.
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8. continued

10. Ensure all pieces are clocked 
correctly and there is plenty of room

12. continued 13. Start and check for leaks 

9. Install muffler section with the oem hanger and MAP hanger (as pictured) 
connect the y pipe and the resonated section with included vbands, DO NOT TIGHTEN

11. Tighten all vband clamps starting 
from the downpipie to resonated 
connection, then resonator to muffler 
section, and lastly muffler to 
y pipe section 

12. Install slip on tips, orientat as pictured 
tighten 10mm clamp once position is as desired.

14. Reinstall under chassis brackets
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THank you for choosing maperformance!

If you have any problems or concerns during installation of this product, feel free to call or email us: 

1-888-MAPERFORMANCE
support@maperformance.com

Show us some photos! @maperformance / #maperformance


